
What’s  
Your 360°  

Story?

Helping businesses tell the right story  
to engage the right enquiry.



Our Mission
Using the media to create 
community impact, globally.



Our Vision
When people think creativity  
they think Cre8ion.



Our Values
Brands with purpose  
that empower people  
to create a better planet.



Industries
Innovations

Infrastructure

The 17 sustainable goals are fast becoming a key factor in decision making. Cre8ion have chosen 5 at  
the heart of our business - From 4 day work weeks to Research and Development days our business is 

focussed on creating a healthy work life balance while helping brands express themselves.

Good  
Health

Responsible 
Consumption

Work  
& Growth

Climate
Action



Our Clients

CASE SOLVED



Our Clients

“Our website needs to appeal both to the people 
we work with and to our funders, and to satisfy 
requirements of our regulators such as the Financial 
Conduct Authority whilst also appearing friendly and 
welcoming - so the right balance is difficult to strike. 
The Cre8ion team spent considerable time at the 
beginning of the process with us to ensure that they 
understood us completely. They recognized our vision 
and knew what was needed. The end result is exactly 
what we hoped for.”

Karen Davies
Founder and Chief Executive  - Purple Shoots

Cre8ion’s passion is highly contagious and we feel 
confident we have a site built not only on our own 
company’s values, but theirs too!

We are looking forward to working with them on future 
projects and cannot recommend them highly enough. 
The whole journey has been an absolute pleasure!

Paul Stephens
Communications Manager  - WE Bridge Academy



‘Don’t be afraid to give up the good to go for the great’
John D. Rockefeller



Why: 
Brands with purpose.
Help your company establish its  
legacy by bringing the past, present  
and future into your brand narrative.

We do this by seeking to establish:

• Clarity

• Direction

• Application



Marketing 
Workshop
Exploring your business  
and how you need to  
take it forward.

Step 5: A Call to Action

Strategic Advantage:
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Thinking with the end in m
ind:

Step 3: The sales funnel

Understanding the mind of the client:

Where are you on this journey?
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>> Workshop   >> Creative Strategy   >> Brand

The three key outcomes are:

Clarity Getting your story straight. Telling the right story gets the right enquiry.  

BIG on empathy and how we might add value!

Direction Expectations set on how you measure success, understanding the Mission (purpose),  

Vision (the end goal) and Values (The boundaries that help us make the right choices).  

The words may change in the process but the principles are aligned.

Application 
What spaces are we looking to increase influence in. How do we do this?  

What you are currently doing? What’s working? What’s not? Joining up the process,  

telling a consistent story across all media communications.

Let’s get started...
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The Workshop

Team Creative Heads:Darrell Irwin – Head of MarketingDarrell Irwin has been building Cre8ion by fully utilizing the skills and experience gathered 

by working with blue-chip clients such as Virgin Holidays, Levis, Zurich Financial Services 

to name a few. Working cross sector Darrell continues to build a team focused on ground-

breaking solutions and techniques that challenge the creative arena. Darrell has a passion for 

agency spends to go beyond the campaign and impact communities by using the media to 

give rather than take.Simon Cowling – Head of Digital Simon’s journey from techie to Digital head has been a testimony to what one can do with a 

pioneering spirit! Taking on all the challenges of the Digital world Simon’s skills have helped 

develop our increasingly strong digital portfolio. From Film to Web, Photography to Apps, 

Simon’s ‘hands on’ approach and ability to deliver increasingly winning creative direction 

across a vast array of clients is one of our biggest assets. Simon sees every issue and 

opportunity and has the unique ability to get the most out of any technology. When asked 

‘Is it possible?’ Simon always has a ‘yes’, and if he doesn’t have the answer immediately, be 

prepared to be amazed as he always delivers.

Clare Irwin– Head of EditorialClare has the ability to communicate complex campaigns in a way that makes things simple. 

She always asks the right questions to get to the heart of the matter. Her background in 

education ensures that what is communicated always has the heart of the reader in mind. 

What is written down exists for the enhancement of your project. Her exceptional project 

managing skills enable her to work on all kinds of copy related projects from running 

magazines to editing books. Her skills make sure the next chapter of any business is a real 

page turner. Make sure your business makes headlines by enlisting her expertise on any 

project that requires clarity.George Tunnah – Head of DesignGeorge Tunnah brings phenomenal creative solutions across the design arena, managing the 

creative direction of many of our brand and website builds. George utilizes the very best of 

design innovations and trends to make each brand identity and online presence as effective 

as possible. George also enjoys recording bespoke tracks for our more demanding clients, 

looking for unique soundtracks. He has the most diverse musical taste in the team – from 

opera to ambient drone!Mark Rogers – Head of Production
Mark has the skills to give your business the X-factor in its video presentation. Mark has the 

ability to see into the future when it comes to green-screening and give your company their 

very own special effects to make your presentation become a blockbuster. His cool head and 

calm demeanour helps you relax and enjoy being in front of the camera, just as much as he 

enjoys being behind it.
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Marketing: 
| 

Design: 
| 

Digital: 
| 

Editorial: 
| 

Production:

Making Waves

360º Marketing Workshop



Creative  
Strategy
Build your  
creative narrative.

BRIDGE THE GAP
BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR FUTURE

+44 (0) 2920 225 656  |  www.we-bridge.co.uk

Seeing your child fulfil their potential is a step nearer. At WE Bridge Academy we equip your 
child with the English language skills needed for university and beyond. Together we can.

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION PROGRAMME (IFP)

ENGLISH FOUNDATION 

A LEVEL + GCSE
PICTURE THIS

#WITHUSEDUCATIONISPERSONAL

+44 (0) 2920 225 656
WWW.WE-BRIDGE.CO.UK

OVER 

90%
PROGRESS  
TO UNIVERSITY

Learning English is your passport for success. So, if your goal in life is to study to become  
a leading doctor, we’ll give you the very best support to get you to university.

WE
BRIDGE
ACADEMY

English Foundation,

International Foundation 

Programme (IFP), 

 A Level & GCSE.

WWW.WE-BRIDGE.CO.UK

AWESOME

+44 (0) 2920 225 656

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION PROGRAMME (IFP)
ENGLISH FOUNDATION 
A LEVEL + GCSE

Over 90% of WE Bridge Academy students go on to attend university 
in the UK. We help to educate students so they can build their life the 
way they want and achieve their dreams. Together WE build lives.

“Not speaking a word of English 
had its challenges but the staff 
were so supportive and still are 

since I graduated.”
Kim 24



How: 
Built With A 360° Strategy  
that empowers people.
Our 360 process enables you  
to create a joined up narrative  
across multiple streams.  
A Brand with purpose. 

Here is a full example of the  
journey, including Mission,  
Vision and Values now at  
the core of the brand proposition.

360°

Design

Marketing Editorial

Production

Digital



What:
With a strong brand narrative in  
place, everything you build now  
has the same message  
of consistency. 

KATE 
STRONG.

BRAND BOOK



WELCOME. INTRODUCTION

If you are striving for something different, 
then you’ve arrived at the right place.

This brand is about communicating 
change, positive change. The key feature 
of this brand is to inspire. We want to 
inspire business leaders to be the change 
they want to see and a pioneer for action 
that impacts people and the planet 
for all the right reasons. I hope you will 
be inspired to create great things with 
the tools in this book as you prepare 
materials that will go on to affect even 
wider audiences. Anything is possible by 
raising the bar and I believe this brand 
does just that.

ETHOS & STRUCTURE ...................................2

LOGO .................................................................18

ICON ...................................................................22

COLOURS ..........................................................26

TYPEFACE & TONE .........................................28

IMAGERY ............................................................34

BLOCKS ..............................................................36

SQUARES ...........................................................38

17 ..........................................................................40

EXAMPLES ..........................................................42

CARDS + STATIONERY ..................................50
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VISION:
S 
T 
R 
O 
N 
G
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A GLOBAL COMMUNITY  
OF SUSTAINABLE  
BUSINESS LEADERS  
AND COMPANIES.

VALUES:

SUSTAINABLE: MAKING A LASTING, POSITIVE IMPACT

GOAL FOCUSED: OPERATING WITH THE END IN MIND

NURTURING: CREATING GROWTH - INDIVIDUALLY AND 
CORPORATELY

OPEN: ALWAYS TRANSPARENT AND STARTING CONVERSATIONS

RELATIONAL: MAKING CONNECTIONS THAT EMPOWER

TRANSFORMING: MAKING A DIFFERENCE



STRUCTURE.
THE STRUCTURE IS PART OF THE STRATEGY, 
IT ENABLES FOCUSED CONNECTION AND 
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION.

KATE STRONG 
STRUCTURE

STRONG 
LEADERS

COACHING

STRONG 
CULTURE

CORPORATE

STRONGER

EVENT

KATE STRONG

STRONG 
SKILLS

COURSES

STRONG 
VOICE

MEDIA
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STRONG
CULTURE.

CORPORATE CHANGE
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CULTIVATING AWARENESS  
OF COMPANY IMPACT  
AND EMPOWERING FOR 
EFFECTIVE CHANGE IN  
THE BUSINESS WORLD.



LOGO. LOGO 
CLEARANCE

PAGE 21

KATE  
STRONG.

To make sure the logo has full impact it is important to follow some basic guidelines. 
Many of them go without saying (e.g. placing images over it, using non-brand colours, 
disproportionate sizing etc.) but the clearance zone is worth noting as it uses a specific 
measurement. The height of a single line in the logo is the distance to maintain all 
around the logo - this is called the x-height (see below). Nothing should be placed in 
this clearance zone.

x height



COLOUR. COLOUR
PALETTE

C: 82

M: 0

Y: 11

K: 15

C: 0

M: 51

Y: 85

K: 0

C: 0

M: 21

Y: 62

K: 5

R: 39

G: 216

B: 192

R: 255

G: 124

B: 39

R: 241

G: 191

B: 92

#27D8C0 #FF7C27 #F1BF5C
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These are the main colours for the brand and are coupled with a couple of hues not 
listed here: Black (0,0,0,100 - 0,0,0 - #000) and White (0,0,0,0 - 255,255,255 - #FFF).

VIKING JAFFA ANZAC



COPY.
THE BODY COPY IS A CLEAN 

AND CLEAR TYPEFACE WITH MULTIPLE 
EXPRESSIVE OPTIONS.

FONT USAGE
BODY COPY

FONT CHOICE 
EXPOSITION:

TYPEFACE: 
NOW

PAGE 31

NOW - Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789

NOW - Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789

NOW - Thin
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789

NOW - Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789

NOW - Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789



COPY
TONE
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TONE.

STRONG

active - capable - stable - ready 

WEAK

effete - sluggish - spent

CARELESS

inconsiderate - uncivil - idiotic

IGNORANT

naive - obtuse - inexperienced

THOUGHTFUL

astute - careful - observant - gallant

INTELLIGENT

profound - informed - exceptional

INSPIRING

exciting - motivating - heartening 

DRAB

mundane - tame - insipid - vapid

Below is a selection of words that inform the tone for copy writing in order to maintain 
the brand style. Avoid terminology that resonates with the right hand column.



IMAGERY. EXPOSITION  
ON IMAGERY

The imagery for the brand is black 
and  white which allows the accent 
colours to show through. In terms of 
style it’s always inspirational in theme 
and candid in execution. The pictures 
must always be of good quality and in 
focus, depth of field is permitted but 
not beyond good taste.



FOLDING
FLYER

PAGE 43

To maintain the strong, square imagery of the brand paper formats can match the 
layout. This square folded flyer emphasises the layout with its own shape.

FLYER.



A4 EDUCATIONAL 
BOOKLET

PAGE 45

Square formats are not the limit, the brand can be applied in the same way to A 
formats such as this A4 booklet. The main elements to focus on in these situations are 
the square, blocks and imagery - headline combinations.

BOOKLET.



LANYARD AND 
PASS CARD

PAGE 47

On smaller items the square icon and the logo icon can be used to great effect, 
making the most of the brand in more challenging size constraints.

LANYARD.

Alternating Inversions



EXHIBITION 
ARTWORK
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When the format is far from square, it is a good idea to use either the square element 
or a square image to help translate the brand across multiple spaces.

BANNER 
STAND.



BUSINESS
CARD
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Although a square card is an option, sometimes odd shapes can be annoying when 
your card is collected with others by a new contact (they can stick out of the pack and 
fall out more easily). Instead the bold elements of the brand make for an attractive 
impactful business card.

Name: 15pt

Line: 4pt

Details: 8pt

BUSINESS 
CARD.



LETTERHEAD &
COMP SLIP

PAGE 53

The brand’s impact is shown well on the stationery, the black and white sides make a 
striking visual and none of the graphic devices are overstated, just emphatic.

KATESTRONG.CO

KATESTRONG.CO



Video



Email

The big day is almost here! Valentine’s Day is almost upon us. We love this time of year and
have seen thousands of people over the years take their gift giving up a level by going
personal. Celebrating that special person with a personalised gift really does leave a lasting
impression for your partner or even someone you’ve just met.
 
So instead of just saying it with flowers, or chocolate, make it even more special with an
exceptional personalised gift. We’ve even given you 20% off to take that brave step and
express how you feel. Give the gift of ‘I love you’ a much bigger impact.
 
So, this newsletter is just a reminder that if its last-minute gift ideas you need, here are some
amazing options! Plus, Mother’s Day is coming up too, so it’s worth checking out our top 10
gifts with another added incentive of 10% off.
 
Love is in the air, so be brave enough to share! 
 
Nick Watts
 
Founder / CEO

20%
OFF

With Valentine's Day just around the corner we
would like to give you a 20% off to spend in the

lead up to holidays using code ROSE20!

CODE:
ROSE20

SPLIT HEART KEYRING

Two separate keyrings in a silver plated finish make up this split
heart keyring. Include an expertly engraved message for a
timeless memory to give to the person with whom you have
shared your heart. This ultimate gift of love comes in an
attractive box.

See More...

LUXURY STAINLESS STEEL MONEY CLIP

A perfect, practical gift that can be personalised for the man in
your life. This stainless steel money clip, with its luxury
heavyweight design, oozes affluence and sophistication.

See More...

WINE GLASS IN SILK LINED
PRESENTATION BOX

This beautiful, high quality wine glass would make a perfect gift
for Valentine’s Day and, with its 11 oz capacity, would be great
for a toast to you both, once the paper is off. Just to add to its
allure this wonderful gift comes in a beautiful presentation gift
box and, for that personal touch, it can be engraved at no extra
cost.

See More...

HEAVY PINT GLASS MUG / TANKARD / CUP
IN PRESENTATION BOX

This heavy pint glass would make a perfect birthday gift for a
friend, colleague or loved one - no half measures here. This

handsome drinking vessel will make their day, especially when it’s
full. You’ll make a lasting impression as there is plenty of space to

have a personal message engraved on the side of the glass and it
comes in an attractive presentation box.

See More...

Shop the rest of our Valentine's Day range, today!

Shop Now...

Top 10 Product Guide
Sign up and download our Top 10 Product Guide in the lead up to Valentine's Day.

DOWNLOAD

LATEST BLOGS

HOW TO SAY IT WITH MORE
THAN JUST FLOWERS!

We love a bit of romance here and with
Valentine’s day fast approaching it’s a

good time to draw your attenti...

Read More...

TEN WAYS TO EXPERIENCE
THE VERY BEST YEAR AHEAD
BY MAKING GREAT CHOICES

TODAY

It’s the new year and that comes with so
many expectations and possibilities.
Weddings, birthdays...

Read More...

Follow Us On Socials!
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THANK YOU FOR SIGNING UP!

Thank you for signing up to receive email updates from Cormack Commercial: your
rst stop for news in the cleaning and maintenance sector.
If you've signed up by mistake or would no longer like to receive emails from us,
feel free to click the unsubscribe link at the bottom of any emails from us.

WEBSITE
cormackcommercial.co.uk

FOLLOW US
Facebook
Twitter

Instagram

You are receiving this email because you signed up to receive Cormack Commercial blog
updates on cormackcommercial.co.uk

You can unsubscribe from this list by clicking here.
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FIT FOR PURPOSE
 
 
Congratulations! You have taken the first step in making adjustments in your life by first examining
where you find yourself. You cannot expect what you first don’t inspect. 
 

When you’ve got the results of your fitness test, don’t put off making some of those change to
tomorrow, be the change you want to see. 
 

Let’s see how you’ve done and turn intentions into actions.

 

View your results

 

Kind Regards

 

 

Andrew Stinchcomb
Lead Navigator

 

Book a one and one with Andrew today

 

 

GL Integrity Financial Planning
8 Queen Square

Bristol
BS1 4JE

 
Tel

+44 (0)117 906 9489
 

Website
glfinancial.co.uk

 
Follow us

Twitter
LinkedIn

 

You are receiving this email because you contacted GL Integrity Financial Planning through a web
form notifying you that you would be contacted by email and phone regarding your inquiry.

 

GL Integrity Financial Planning Limited is an appointed representative of In Partnership the trading
name of The On-Line Partnership Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. GL Integrity Financial Planning Limited Registered Office: 8 Queen Square
Bristol BS1 4JE. Company Registered in England and Wales No. 5814248

 

You can unsubscribe from our emails at any time by clicking here.
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Websites - fulkers.co.uk



Websites - purpleshoots.org



Websites - glfinancial.co.uk



Wow:
Sustainable brands create  
sustainable opportunities.
We help companies transform the  
way they work by transitioning into  
a more sustainability focussed  
business, giving them greater  
purpose and legacy and meet  
the growing demands of a  
more accountable supply chain.



When: 
Get in contact with us today  
and let us tell your story based  
around the power of three.

Why - Mission / Purpose

How - Vision / People

What - Values / Planet



07828 900622   |   darrelli@cre8ion.co.uk

WWW.CRE8ION.CO.UK

What’s  
Your 360°  

Story?


